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Abstract. This invited paper presents a number of correlated specifications of example railway
system problems. They use a variety of partially or fully integrated formal specification. The
paper thus represents a mere repository of what we consider interesting case studies.
The existence of the Unified Modeling Language [10, 67, 36, 20] has caused, for one reason
or another, the research community to try formalise one or another facet of UML. In this paper
we report on another way to achieve what UML attempts to achieve: Broadness of application,
convenience of notation, and multiplicity of views. Whether these different UML views are unified,
integrated, correlated or merely co–located is for others to dispute. We also seek to support
multiple views, but are also in no doubt that there must be sound, well defined relations between
such views.
We thus report on ways and means of integrating formal techniques such as RAISE (RSL) [58,
59], Petri Nets [56, 62, 37, 61, 41], Message and Live Sequence Charts [42–44, 64, 13], Statecharts [23,
24, 26, 27], RAISE with Timing (TRSL) [18, 45, 46], and TRSL with Duration Calculus [79, 30]. In
this way one achieves a firm foundation for combined uses of these formal development techniques,
one that can be believably deployed for as wide a spectrum, or even a wider spectrum of software
(and hardware) development, as, respectively than UML.
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The Problem

1.1

The Issues

When we describe, in informal, yet reasonably precise natural (or at least domain specific professional)
language the entities, the functions, the events and behaviours of an application domain, then we
encounter, perhaps, little, if any problem. Our use of natural language is very flexible. Without hardly
noticing it, we slip from one mode of description to another mode. (What these modes are will be
apparent in the next paragraph.)
When, now, on the basis of the informal narrative, we wish to formalise this description, then we
might very well encounter serious problems. We refer here to the current inability of any one formal
specification language to cater for all kinds of modes: Functional, imperative (ie., with states being
changed by assignments to variables), logical, temporal, and concurrency modes, the latter with events
and behaviours. In particular we often slip, in natural language, from describing such qualitative
aspects of timing as concurrent behaviours and their synchronisation and communication, to such
quantitative aspects of timing as absolute and relative time: “12:05 am” to “after 5 minutes and 30
seconds” — without hardly noticing it.
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Put differently: Some formal specification languages may cater, as does RSL, the specification language of RAISE [58, 59], for functional, imperative, logical, and parallel behaviours — but RSL does not
cater, neither for “true” concurrency, nor for time. Also: The diagrammatic constructs of Petri Nets
[56, 62, 37, 61], of Statecharts [23, 24], and of Live Sequence Charts [13] cater for the qualitative
facets of concurrency and timing (as does RSL), but they do so diagrammatically, and as such they are
indeed oftentimes more appealing to casual readers than “flat” texts (ie., RSL). Similarly RSL’s “flat
text” module structuring (schemes, classes and objects) are, to some, inferior in communicability to
UML’s Class Diagrams [10, 67, 36].
This therefore is the problem: To combine, to integrate, uses of two or more formalisms in one
specification — such that we can still retain (most of) the virtues of any of the formal notations: For
example abstraction, reasoning, and refinement.
1.2

Integrating Formal Techniques

No one formal specification language can reasonably be expected to cover all modes of descriptions,
all kinds of universes of discourse.
There is, therefore, an effort going on, world–wide, in integrating, in combining, different specification paradigms, such as mentioned above. Notable efforts can be referenced:
Combining Statecharts and Z for the design of safety-critical control systems [75] (1996), Integrated
Formal Methods [17] (1996), A combination of Object-Z and CSP [14] (1997), Specifying embedded
systems with Statecharts and Z [19] (1998), An Operational Semantics for Timed RAISE, TRSL [18]
(1999), Linking DC together with TRSL [30] (2000), Study of graphical and temporal specification techniques
[49] (2003), Integration of Specification Techniques [48] (2003).
An underlying theme here is that of Unifying Theories of Programming [32] (1998), Unifying Theories
of Parallel Programming [77] (2002), and Semantic Integration of Heterogeneous Software Specifications
(2003) [65].
Many other references could be given to papers that seeks to provide answers to integration issues:
[75, 17, 14, 32, 19, 11, 60, 77].
1.3

Structure of Paper

The paper is structured as follows: First (Sect. 2) we provide a setting, basically common to the whole
paper, namely a specification, in RSL, of properties of the layout of railway nets. First we present it in
a “flat” version of RSL, ie., without RSL’s parameterised scheme and class facilities. Then we present
“the same” specification with those modularising facilities (Sect. 3). From that, without much analysis,
we present a UML Class Diagram (Sect. 4). Sect. 5 discuses relations between RSL and UML.
Then we “pick” another, albeit related, problem, one of timing, and show (Sect. 6.1) its specification
in RSL extended with timing [18], and Timed RSL extended with durations [30], in the sense of the
Duration Calculus [79] (Sect. 6.2).
Independently we show an example of combining a RSL specification with Petri Nets (Sect. 7),
and finally a specification embodying Live Sequence Charts and Statecharts (Sect. 8)
1.4

Prerequisites

Professional software engineers today are expected to be sufficiently versant in either of the notational
systems and intentions of VDM, Z, RAISE, or B [15, 76, 59, 1]. Enough to understand this paper’s use of
RSL [58]. They are likewise expected to be sufficiently versant in UML’s usage of Petri Nets, Message
Sequence Charts (MSCs) and Statecharts (SCs) to likewise follow the paper’s use of those mechanisms,
including Live Sequence Charts. As for TRSL (Timed RSL) and DC (Duration Calculus) we do not
expect the same insight – so, please consider this paper a good reason for “catching up” by reading
the referenced TRSL paper [18] or PhD Thesis [78], respectively DC book [79] (or original paper [80]).
There will be ample references, later, to books on UML, Petri Nets, MSCs, SCs, etc.
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2

“Flat” RAISE (DB)

Our “running” example is taken from the domain of railways. First informally, as a rough sketch
supported by a “snapshot” layout diagram. Then formally.
Station

We constrain ourselves to the modeling of just the
static aspects of the topology of a railway net. That
is: Of net, lines and stations. And of units of lines
and station (and hence of nets). And of connectors
of units. Examples of a net, of two lines and two
stations, of both lines consisting each of three linear units. Of the stations consisting of tracks (ie.,
platform tracks and sidings), and of otherwise also
consisting of simple switch, simple crossover, and of
switchable crossover units.
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2.1

Informal Description

We narrate a precise, yet informal description:
We introduce the phenomena of railway nets, lines,
stations, tracks, (rail) units, and connectors.
1. A railway net consists of one or more lines and two
or more stations.
2. A railway net consists of rail units.
3. A line is a linear sequence of one or more linear rail
units.
4. The rail units of a line must be rail units of the railway net of the line.
5. A station is a set of one or more rail units.
6. The rail units of a station must be rail units of the
railway net of the station.
7. No two distinct lines and/or stations of a railway net
share rail units.
8. A station consists of one or more tracks.
9. A track is a linear sequence of one or more linear rail
units.

10. No two distinct tracks share rail units.
11. The rail units of a track must be rail units of the
station (of that track).
12. A rail unit is either a linear, or is a switch, or a is
simple crossover, or is a switchable crossover, etc.,
rail unit.
13. A rail unit has one or more connectors.
14. A linear rail unit has two distinct connectors, a switch
rail unit has three distinct connectors, crossover rail
units have four distinct connectors (whether simple
or switchable), etc.
15. For every connector there are at most two rail units
which have that connector in common.
16. Every line of a railway net is connected to exactly
two, distinct stations of that railway net.
17. A linear sequence of (linear) rail units is a non-cyclic
sequence of linear units such that neighbouring units
share connectors.

The numbering of the text items is used as cross references in Sects. 2.2, 3 and 4.
2.2

Formal Description

And finally, in this introductory example, we formalise the previous informal narrative.
type
N, L, S, Tr, U, C
value
1. obs Ls: N → L-set,
1. obs Ss: N → S-set
2. obs Us: N → U-set,
3. obs Us: L → U-set
5. obs Us: S → U-set,
8. obs Trs: S → Tr-set
12. is Linear: U → Bool,
12. is Switch: U → Bool
12. is Simple Crossover: U → Bool,

12.
13.

is Switchable Crossover: U → Bool
obs Cs: U → C-set

17. lin seq: U-set → Bool
lin seq(us) ≡
∀ u:U • u ∈ us ⇒ is Linear(u) ∧
∃ q:U∗ • len q = card us ∧ elems q = us ∧
∀ i:Nat • {i,i+1} ⊆ inds q ⇒ ∃ c:C •
obs Cs(q(i)) ∩ obs Cs(q(i+1)) = {c} ∧
len q > 1 ⇒ obs Cs(q(i)) ∩ obs Cs(q(len q)) = {}
Some formal axioms are now given, not all !
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axiom
s ∈ obs Ss(n) ∧ {t,t′} ⊆ obs Trs(s) ∧ t6=t′
1. ∀ n:N • card obs Ls(n) ≥ 1,
⇒ obs Us(t) ∩ obs Us(t′) = {}
1. ∀ n:N • card obs Ss(n) ≥ 2,
15. ∀ n:N • ∀ c:C •
c ∈ ∪ { obs Cs(u) | u:U • u ∈ obs Us(n) }
3. l:L • lin seq(l)
4. ∀ n:N, l:L • l ∈ obs Ls(n) ⇒ obs Us(l) ⊆ obs Us(n)
⇒ card{ u | u:U • u ∈ obs Us(n) ∧ c ∈ obs Cs(u) } ≤ 2
5. ∀ n:N, s:S • s ∈ obs Ss(n) ⇒ card obs Us(s) ≥ 1
16. ∀ n:N,l:L • l ∈ obs Ls(n) ⇒
6. ∀ s:S • obs Us(s) ⊆ obs Us(n)
∃ s,s′:S • {s,s′} ⊆ obs Ss(n) ∧ s6=s′ ⇒
7. ∀ n:N,l,l′:L•{l,l′}⊆obs Ls(n)∧l6=l′⇒obs Us(l)∩ obs Us(l′)={}
let sus = obs Us(s), sus′ = obs Us(s′), lus = obs Us(l) in
7. ∀ n:N,l:L,s:S•l ∈ obs Ls(n)∧s ∈ obs Ss(n)⇒obs Us(l)∩ obs Us(s)={} ∃ u:U • u ∈ sus, u′:U • u′ ∈ sus′, u′′,u′′′:U • {u′′,u′′′} ⊆ lus
let scs = obs Cs(u), scs′ = obs Cs(u′),
7. ∀ n:N,s,s′:S•{s,s′}⊆obs Ss(n)∧s6=s′⇒obs Us(s)∩ obs Us(s′)={}
8. ∀ s:S • card obs Trs(s) ≥ 1
lcs = obs Cs(u′′), lcs′ = obs Cs(u′′′) in
∃ ! c,c′:C • c 6= c′ ∧ scs ∩ lcs = {c} ∧ scs′ ∩ lcs′ = {c′}
end end
9. ∀ n:N, s:S, t:T • s ∈ obs Ss(n) ∧ t ∈ obs Trs(s) ⇒ lin seq(t)
10. ∀ n:N, s:S, t,t′;T •

Elsewhere we have shown extensions of the above model into simple dynamics of unit switching [6], of
principles of modeling such domains as railways [8], of possible relations between these kind of railway
models and control theory [7], of using such models as that above for modeling train maintenance [57],
train staff rostering [71], etc. Modeling the scheduling of trains, based on simpler models than the
above, was shown in [9].
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RAISE Model with Schemes (SH)

The previous specification was expressed in “flat” RSL. Next, and in preparation for the UML Class
Diagram “rendition”, we show a “structured” version of the above “flat” formulas. The structuring is
afforded by RSL’s schema andclass mechanisms. Without much comments we present these schemes.1
The model presented in this section is somehow “equivalent”, we claim, to the model just presented
in section 2.2. The difference is in the use of parameterized schemes. Using schemes we can break the
model into smaller modules. Each sort from the flat model is placed in a separate scheme and the
functions and axioms which are associated with the sort are included with it. This should give an
intuitive division of the flat model which may be more easily comprehended.
scheme Connectors = class type C end
scheme Units(connectors : Connectors) =
class
type U
value
12 is Linear: U→Bool,
12 is Switch: U→Bool,
12 is SimpleCrossover: U→Bool,
12 is SwitchableCrossover: U→Bool,
13 obs Cs: U→connectors.C-set,
17 lin seq: U-set→Bool
lin seq(us) ≡
(∀ u:U•u ∈ us ⇒ is Linear(u)∧
(∃ q:U∗ •len q = card us∧elems q=us∧
(∀ i:Nat•{i,i+1}⊆inds q ⇒
(∃ c:connectors.C•
obs Cs(q(i)) ∩ obs Cs(q(i+1))={c}∧
len q>1 ⇒
obs Cs(q(i)) ∩ obs Cs(q(len q))={}))))
end
We could single out each of the (so far mentioned) four disjoint
kinds of Units, representing them as schemes. We show it only
for the linear case:
scheme Linear(connectors : Connectors) =
extend Units(connectors) with
class
type UL = U
axiom
∀ l:UL•is Linear(l)
∧∼is Switch(l)
∧∼is SimpleCrossover(l)
∧∼is SwitchableCrossover(l),
∀ l:UL: card obs Cs(l)=2
end
1

We go on:

scheme Sequence(
connectors: Connectors,
units: Units(connectors)) =
class
type Seq
value obs Us: Seq→units.U-set
axiom ∀ s: Seq•units.lin seq(obs Us(s))
end
scheme Lines(
connectors: Connectors,
units: Units(connectors)) =
extend Sequence(connectors,units) with
class
type L
value
obs Seq: L→Seq,
obs Us: L→units.U-set
obs Us(l) ≡ obs Us(obs Seq(l))
end
scheme Tracks(
connectors: Connectors,
units: Units(connectors)) =
extend Sequence(connectors,units) with
class
type Tr
value
obs Seq: Tr→Seq,
obs Us: Tr→units.U-set
obs Us(t) ≡ obs Us(obs Seq(t))
end
scheme Stations(

The item numbers of some of the formulas of this section derive from Sect. 2.1.

•
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connectors: Connectors,
units: Units(connectors),
tracks: Tracks(connectors,units)) =
class
type S
value
5 obs Us: S→units.U-set,
8 obs Trs: S→tracks.Tr-set
axiom
5 ∀ s:S•card obs Us(s)≥1,
8 ∀ s:S•card obs Trs(s)≥1,
7 ∀ s,s′:S•s6=s′
⇒ obs Us(s) ∩ obs Us(s′)={}
end

tracks: Tracks(connectors,units),
stations: Stations(connectors,units,tracks)) =
class
type N
value
1 obs Ls: N→lines.L-set,
1 obs Ss: N→stations.S-set,
2 obs Us: N→units.U-set
axiom
1 ∀ n:N•card obs Ls(n)≥1,
1 ∀ n:N•card obs Ss(n)≥2,
4 ∀ n:N,l:lines.L•l ∈ obs Ls(n)⇒
lines.obs Us(l)⊆obs Us(n),
6 ∀ n:N,s:stations.S•s ∈ obs Ss(n)⇒
stations.obs Us(s)⊆obs Us(n),
7 ∀ n:N,l:lines.L,s:stations.S•
l ∈ obs Ls(n)∧s ∈ obs Ss(n)
⇒lines.obs Us(l) ∩ stations.obs Us(s)={}
end

scheme Nets(
connectors: Connectors,
units: Units(connectors),
lines: Lines(connectors,units),

4

The UML Model (SH)

The two formal models of Sect. 2.2 and Sect. 3 were based on the informal description of railway
nets (Sect. 2.1). The model in this section is expressed in UML but reflects the parameterised scheme
model (of Sect. 3). This should of course amount to a model that is “equivalent” to the formal models.
It is however known that the language of Class Diagrams is not as powerful an expression tool as
is, for example, RSL. Properties expressible in, for example RSL, cannot be expressed by the Object
Constraint Language, OCL [73, 74], of UML.
Notwithstanding, it is still a good idea to try express certain of the properties of the formal models
in class diagrams. Our model is presented in figure 1.
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Fig. 1. UML Class Diagram for Rail Nets

In our class diagram for rail nets, the model has been divided into several “smaller” pieces which
describe “smaller” parts. In this case the classes represent the phenomena introduced in the informal
description and corresponding to the schemes of Sect. 3.
Items 12 , 2, and 8 describe a consist of relationship between two phenomena. The latter item
describes that a station consists of one or more tracks. This fits with the whole–part relationship that
composition provides for in class diagrams. Here the station is the whole and it is not complete unless
it has tracks and the tracks cannot exist without a station. As an example, item 8 is depicted, in the
class diagram, as a solid line between the Station and Track classes; the first is marked with a filled
diamond at the end of the line — indicating that it is the whole.
2

The item numbers of this section derive from Sect. 2.1.
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Items 3, 9, and 5 use respectively a sequence of and a set of to describe a relationship. This is again
a whole–part relationship. The parts are, however, already part of the net. So to be able to maintain
a reference to an existing part a shareable aggregation is used as a relation. As an example, item 3
is depicted, in the class diagram, as a solid line between the Station and the Unit classes; the first is
marked with an hollow diamond at the end of the line — indicating that it is the whole.
In item 12 a unit is described as being either a Linear, Switch, SimpleCross, or SwitchCross. In the
class diagram this is expressed by a generalization relationship where the Unit is an abstract class. Its
class name is written in italics — so it cannot be instantiated.
Both the informal description in item 12 and the corresponding way it is modeled in the class
diagram suggests that another axiom should be added. In the formal model four boolean functions are
used to determine which type a given unit is. Here an axiom could be added, one which ensures that a
unit only can be of one type. This is achieved in the class diagram since an object only can instantiate
one class. The axiom could be as follows:
∀ u:U•is Linear(u)⇒∼(is Switch(u)∨is SwitchableCrossover(u)∨is SimpleCrossover(u))
Additional axioms should be added for each of the three other possible situations.
The two items 13 and 14 are overlapping. The latter expresses more properties. The latter explicitly
describes the number of connectors which a given unit must have, while the former just states that a
unit has at least one connector attached. If the latter is fulfilled then so is the former which makes it
superfluous in this model. This was noticed while drawing the associations between the Unit class and
its specializations. Here item 14 would in the class diagram amount to an association between each
of the specialized classes of Unit and (and to) the Connector class. Item 13 would be an association
between the abstract Unit class and (and to) the Connector class. If these were to be added to the
class diagram, then it would mean that each of the specialisations, due to inheritance, also would have
this relation (through generalisation), which is, however, not intended.
It is not possible to diagram items 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15, 16, and 17 in a class diagram, since they
describe requirements to the instances of the static structure. As an example, item 4 is used and
redisplayed for convenience: “The rail units of a line must be rail units of the railway net of the line.”
To be able to express this requirement we must be able to identify a particular unit and if it is part
of a line then it must also be part of the net. This could, however, be achieved by using the Object
Constraint Language [20, sec. 6]. We will not do so here.

5

Discussion: RSL and UML (SH)

During the creation of the RSL and the UML class diagram models, some observations have been made.
These will be discussed in this section.
5.1

UML and RSL Relationship

While making the modular RSL model of Sect. 3, and the UML model of Sect. 4, it was intuitively
decided which constructs to use in the languages. These choices are commented upon with regard to
a more general relationship between the two languages.
Entity sets described in the informal description have in the RSL model been represented by sorts:
Besides a few observer functions they are further unspecified. In the class diagram they are represented
by classes which can be instantiated as objects. There is a resemblance here with RSL schemes since
they also can be instantiated (as RSL objects). The style which have been chosen in the RSL model is
applicative (ie., functional). There is perhaps a closer relationship between schemes and classes if an
imperative modeling style had been used since the object in RSL would then contain a state.
One could argue that the models described are still in an initial phase and it is too early to determine
what a state for a given phenomena should consist of. This is also apparent in the class diagram since
none of the classes have any attributes nor operations which is also the reason for not including the
compartments in the diagram.
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The associations used in the class diagram are in the RSL specification described using observer
functions on the sorts. Links, which in UML are instances of associations, are in UML models terms used
to communicate messages; that is, invoke a method at the target object. As an alternative to the
observer functions in RSL channels might be used as a representation.
The generalization relationship in UML and the extend construct in RSL seem quite similar since
they both take respectively a class and a scheme and adds more information. A specialised class in UML
can add attributes or operations to the ones already present in the generalised class. This is also possible
with the extend construct of RSL. However before the generalisation versus extend relationship can
be discussed it should be determined whether or not the UML class can be represented by schemes in
RSL.
There are of course many more elements in UML but those used in the Fig. 1 are the most essential.
Therefore this discussion will be constrained to those.
5.2

References

Although RSL has modules, it may be claimed not to be “a true” object oriented ("OO") language. This
does not, however, mean that it is impossible to express object oriented models in RSL. The reason
that RSL may be judged not to be “immediately” object oriented may be the claim that RSL does not
provide for object references. But since objects of RSL can be grouped into object arrays, indexing
can replace linking.
As an example the three schemes Connectors, Units, and Lines from section 3 can be used. The
headers of the mentioned schemes are replicated below for convenience. The first scheme has no parameters since it does not use any sorts or functions from outside its own scheme. The Units scheme
needs to know of the Connectors scheme since it uses its sort.
scheme Connectors = class ... end,
scheme Units(connectors:Connectors) = class ... end
The Lines scheme need only information from the Units scheme and not from the Connectors scheme.
However to be able to instantiate the Units scheme an object instantiated from the Connectors scheme
must be provided. It is not possible to pass an already instantiated object of units as the only parameter
to the Lines scheme or formulated in another way it is not possible to pass an object by reference.
This is a major difference between RSL and object oriented modeling. Thus it is necessary to give an
object of type Connectors as parameter although it is not used by the Lines scheme.
scheme Lines(connectors:Connectors,units:Units(connectors)) = class ... end
It is, however, all a matter of how one approaches the modeling, the abstraction level and the
refinement of models. Through a suitably chosen approach one may claim that RSL provides for all
that "OO" provides.
5.3

Circularity

An association with composite aggregation in the class diagram which has the same class at each end
introduces a recursive description. It is possible to define recursive structures in RSL using variants
however it is not permitted to make a recursive type definition nor recursive modules. In this case a
scheme is not a good choice for representing a UML class.
Recursive definitions have not been used in any of the RSL models nor in the UML models but was
considered with respect to units and connectors. The question is whether a connector is an independent
phenomena or a part of a unit. The latter seems to be best for describing railway nets. If a connector
is part of a unit then aggregation should be used where a unit specialisation is the whole and the
connector is the part. This would also mean that it is actually two connectors which is connected or,
perhaps a better way to express it, is that when to units are connected then the connectors at the ends
merge into one connector.
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Fig. 2. Alternative model for connectors and specialized units.

The actual recursive solution was considered in the case where there still would be two connectors
when two units are connected. That is the connectors are connected to each other. This would mean
that a connector is part of a unit which would be modelled with aggregation and it would be connected
to another connector which would be modelled with a ordinary association from the Connector class
to itself; Hence the recursive definition.
5.4

Class Diagram Limitations

As mentioned in section 4 the class diagram could not contain all the information given in the (in)formal
description(s) of railway nets. Particularly information that referred to the unique identity of an
instance. Here it is necessary to use the Object Constraint Language.
It is possible to express some information in the diagram which in the RSL models are described
using axioms. Examples are constraints on numbers, such as the minimum number of stations in a net.
This is expressed in class diagrams using multiplicity.
• • •
In [16] a formal model has been presented, in RSL, of UML’s Class Diagram concept, together with a
mechanism, a kind of “compiling algorithm” which translates UML Class Diagrams into RSL. Ongoing
work at the first (DB) and second (CWG) co–authors’ institutions, are carrying on this work of
combining RSL with the graphics of UML’s Class Diagrams. The fifth co–author (SH) is involved in this
work.
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6.1

RAISE and Temporality (CWH+AH)
Timing and RAISE: TRSL

‘Timed RSL’, TRSL, was first treated in [18].
RSL originally had no built–in way to model time. Time could of course be modeled using RSL, but
this is not in general very satisfactory. Without a built–in notion of time it would be impossible, for
example, to specify basic components of timed systems such as “time out”.
The extension of RSL to Timed RSL (TRSL) is minimal syntactically: there are just two additions.
First is the type Time, just a synonym for the non–negative subtype of the existing type Real. Second
is the new expression “wait e”, where e is an expression of type Time.
The semantic changes are, of course, more considerable, but still largely confined to the constructs
intended to specify communication and concurrency. The semantics is based on Wang Yi’s work on
Timed ccs [78], adapted to support value passing communication. It assumes that only the wait
expression, input and output can consume time, adopts the principle of maximal progress, and includes
time dependence. Time dependence enables a parallel expansion rule, but also adds expressiveness.
Methodologically, the intention is to develop specifications initially without regard to time, following
the normal RAISE method, reaching an imperative concurrent specification: essentially a collection of
communicating processes. At this point time is introduced in terms of wait expressions, and possibly
extra choices for detections of time outs or other time dependent behaviour. There is more on the
method in section 6.2.
We give here a few illustrative fragments. First, wait may just indicate a delay. Execution of the
expression:
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sensor state := high ; wait δ ; sensor state := low
will set and keep sensor state high for precisely time δ, and then make it low.
A time out can be modeled by an external choice involving a wait. Suppose we need to take some
special (abnormal) actions if a signal normal does not occur within time t. The expression:
normal? ; ...
⌊⌋
⌈⌉
wait t ; abnormal!()
will take the first choice provided an output on the channel normal occurs within time t. Otherwise,
at time t, the wait terminates and the second choice becomes available. Provided there is some process
waiting to handle the output abnormal, the principle of maximal progress will ensure the second choice
occurs, and we would say the normal behaviour has timed out.
An example illustrating the use of time dependence will be given in section 6.2.
In [46, 45] denotational semantics of Timed RSL are given using Duration Calculus, to the combination of which we now turn.
6.2

TRSL and Duration Calculus

The Duration Calculi are covered in the seminal [79].
While TRSL is well–suited for timed design specifications, DC is well-suited for timed requirement
specifications. This suggests the following development method [30] (illustrated in Fig. 3) for real-time
systems integrating TRSL and DC specifications:

RSL Specification

DC Requirements

RSL Method Refinement

Refinement

RSL Specification

time addition

DC Method

DC Requirements

es

sfi

ti
sa

TRSL Specification

Fig. 3. A Development Method for Real-time Systems

1. The RAISE method [59] is used for stepwise developing a specification of the un–timed properties
of the system, starting with an abstract, property–oriented RSL specification and ending with a
concrete, implementation–oriented RSL specification.
2. In parallel with the RSL development of the un–timed system, a DC requirement specification of
the real time properties of that system is developed. State variables in the DC specification are
variables defined (at least) in the last RSL specification (and in the TRSL specification).
3. Timing information is added to the RSL specification achieving a TRSL specification of a real-time
implementation.
4. It must be verified that the TRSL specification satisfies the DC specification.
Hence, there is no syntactic integration between the DC and TRSL specification, but only a consistency
requirement that state variables used in the DC specification are variables defined in the TRSL specification. The integration is made in the form of a satisfaction (or refinement) relation. The approach for
defining this relation has been to make an abstract interpretation within the DC formalism of TRSL
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process definitions. Technically this is done by extending the operational semantics of TRSL [18] with
behaviours which are DC formulas describing (parts of) the history of the observables of the system.
The satisfaction relation between sentences in the two languages is then defined in terms of behaviours.
The formal definition and proof rules can be found in [30].
Due to space limitations we just show a very simple example illustrating steps 2-4.
Problem description: Our goal is to specify those components of a railway control system that
should perform train detection.
In the considered system sensors are used for train detection. When a train starts passing a sensor,
the sensor should immediately become “high” and after a while it should fall back to “low”. In order
for the control system to be able to detect the high state the sensor must stay in the “high” state for a
certain minimum of time, δ. Because of this requirement, trains should arrive at the sensor at least δ
time apart. It may be safe to just record this as an assumption, because we know it is ensured by other
parts of the system, or because δ (perhaps a fraction of a second for electronic equipment) is orders
of magnitude less than an interval between trains could be. But sometimes such assumptions need to
be checked at runtime, and that is what we assume here, as it gives us an opportunity to illustrate
the use of time dependence. We assume that an error must be recorded if two trains arrive within δ of
each other.
DC requirements: The requirement on the sensor is:
2((⌈sensor state=low⌉

•

⌈sensor state=high⌉

•

⌈sensor state=low⌉) ⇒ ℓ ≥ δ)

This requirement says that any complete period with “high” state (i.e. one with a “low” state before
and after) has a duration (ℓ) of at least δ.
TRSL Specification:
value δ : Time
type SensorState == low | high
channel detect train, error, train detected : Unit
value
detect : Unit → in detect train out train detected, error Unit
detect() ≡
while true do
let t = detect train? in
if t ≤ δ then error!()
else train detected!()
end
end
end,
sensor : Unit → in train detected write sensor state Unit
sensor() ≡
local variable sensor state : SensorState:= low in
while true do
train detected? ; sensor state := high ; wait δ ; sensor state := low
end
end
The channel detect train represents the hardware train detection unit. We assume that every train
enables an output on this channel.
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The purpose of the process detect is to check that trains are at least time δ apart. Provided trains
are sufficiently separated it signals their arrival to the sensor process; otherwise it signals an error.
detect’s behaviour depends on the time t that it waits for input on the detect train channel.3 If t
is too small an error is signaled. Otherwise the detection event is passed to the sensor process using
another channel train detected. If we had made the assumption that trains could not possibly arrive
within time δ of each other, process detect and the channel train detected would be unnecessary, and
sensor could directly access the channel detect train.
The process sensor controls the sensor state sensor state: In each cycle, right after receiving a
message (on train detected) from the detect process that a train has arrived, sensor state stays
“high” for exactly δ time units and then becomes low. (Hence, it satisfies the DC requirement.)
Note that correct behaviour of detect, in the sense of only reporting actual errors (trains too close
together), assumes that the value t is the same as the time since the last train, i.e. since the last
communication on detect train. This will only be true if there is no wait anywhere in the loop except
for the communication on detect train. This in particular means that the sensor process must always
be ready to input on train detected when detect is ready to do output on train detected, i.e. sensor
must have a cycle time of at most δ. This is clearly satisfied by sensor.
Satisfaction Relation: The following satisfaction relation expresses that the sensor process satisfies
the previously stated DC requirement:
sensor() satisfies
2((⌈sensor state=low⌉

•

⌈sensor state=high⌉

•

⌈sensor state=low⌉) ⇒ ℓ ≥ δ)

It can be proved using proof rules in [30] and DC proof rules.

7

Petri Nets and RAISE

We assume basic knowledge of Petri Nets: [56, 62, 37, 61, 38, 41].
7.1

The RAISE Part (DB)

First we augment our model of railway nets with dynamics of these railway nets. We introduce defined
concepts such as paths through rail units, state of rail units, rail unit state spaces, routes through a
railway network, open and closed routes, trains on the railway net, and train movement on the railway
net.
Informal description:
A path, p : P , is a pair of connectors, (c, c′ ),
which are distinct,
and of some unit.4
A state, σ : Σ, of a unit is the set of all open paths
of that unit (at the time observed).5
22. A unit may, over its operational life, attain any of a
(possibly small) number of different states ω, Ω.
23. A route is a sequence of pairs of units and paths —
24. such that the path of a unit/path pair is a possible path of some state of the unit, and such that
“neighbouring” connectors are identical.

18.
19.
20.
21.

3

4

5

25. An open route is a route such that all its paths are
open.
26. A train is modelled as a route.
27. Train movement is modelled as a discrete function
(ie., a map) from time to routes
28. such that for any two adjacent times the two corresponding routes differ by at most one of the following:
(a) a unit path pair has been deleted (removed)
from one end of the route;
(b) a unit path pair has been deleted (removed)
from the other end of the route;

An input or output can optionally return the time that it waited for synchronisation: this supports time
dependence, i.e. following behaviour can depend on the value of this time.
A path of a unit designate that a train may move across the unit in the direction from c to c′ . We say that
the unit is open in the direction of the path.
The state may be empty: the unit is closed.
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(c) a unit path pair has been added (joined) from
one end of the route;
(d) a unit path pair has been added (joined) from
the other end of the route;
(e) a unit path pair has been added (joined) from
one end of the route, and another unit path par
has been deleted (removed) from the other end
of the route;

(f) a unit path pair has been added (joined) from
the other of the route, and another unit path
par has been deleted (removed) from the one
end of the route;
(g) or there has been no changes with respect to
the route (yet the train may have moved);
29. and such that the new route is a well–formed route.

Formalisation:
type
18. P′ = C × C
19. P = {| (c,c′):P′ • c6=c′ |}
21. Σ = P-set
22. Ω = Σ-set
23. R′ = (U × P)∗
24. R ={| r:R′ • wf R(r) |}
26. Trn = R
27. Mov′ = T →
m Trn
28. Mov = {| m:Mov′ • wf Mov(m) |}
value
21. obs Σ: U → Σ
22. obs Ω: U → Ω
axiom
∀ u:U •
let ω = obs Ω(u), σ = obs Σ(u) in
σ ∈ ω ∧ 20.
let cs = obs Cs(u) in
∀ (c,c′):P • (c,c′) ∈ ∪ ω ⇒ {c,c′} ⊆ obs Cs(u)
end end
24. wf R: R′ → Bool
wf R(r) ≡
len r > 0 ∧
∀ i:Nat • i S
∈ inds r let (u,(c,c′)) = r(i) in
′
(c,c ) ∈
obs Ω(u) ∧ i+1 ∈ inds r ⇒
let ( ,(c′′, )) = r(i+1) in c′ = c′′ end end

25. open R: R → Bool
open R(r) ≡
∀ (u,p):U×P • (u,p) ∈ elems r ∧ p ∈ obs Σ(u)
27. wf Mov: Mov → Bool
wf Mov(m) ≡ card dom m ≥ 2 ∧
∀ t,t′:T • t,t′ ∈ dom m ∧ t < t′
∧ adjacent(t,t′) ⇒
let (r,r′) = (m(t),m(tS′))
(u,p):U×P • p ∈
obs Ω(u) in
28a. (ld(r,r′,(u,p)) ∨ 28b. rd(r,r′,(u,p)) ∨
28c. la(r,r′,(u,p)) ∨ 28d. ra(r,r′,(u,p)) ∨
28e. ldra(r,r′,(u,p))∨ 28f. rdla(r,r′,(u,p))∨
28g. r=r′) ∧ wf R(r′)
end
adjacent: T × T → Bool
adjacent(t,t′) ≡ ∼∃ t′′:T • t′′ ∈ dom m ∧ t < t′′ < t′
ld,rd,la,ra,ldra,rdla: R × R × P → Bool
ld(r,r′,(u,p)) ≡ r′ = tl r
pre len r>1
rd(r,r′,(u,p)) ≡ r′ = fst(r) pre len r>1
la(r,r′,(u,p)) ≡ r′ = h(u,p)ibr
ra(r,r′,(u,p)) ≡ r′ = rbh(u,p)i
ldra(r,r′,(u,p)) ≡ r′ = tl rbh(u,p)i
rdla(r,r′,(u,p)) ≡ r′ = h(u,p)ibfst(r)
fst: R → R′
fst(r) ≡ h r(i) | i in h1..len r−1i i
∼

So the above models that rail units change state. What makes rail units change state ? Well, firstly,
external stimuli may change the state of a switch or a crossover switch; secondly signals, in stations
and along lines imply the closing of sequences of units. Thirdly these signals and switches are according
to certain rail line and station switch interlocking protocols. How the latter protocols are specified will
be the subject of the next subsection, Sect. 7.2 and of Sect. 8.

7.2

The Petri Net Part (MP+CKM)

We shall, in this section, model one set of proper interlocking control requirements. We shal do so by
means of Petri Nets. There are other ways of doing that: [52–55] uses ccs ([51]), [39, 3] uses Z ([70, 70,
76]), [69] uses CSP ([33, 66, 68]), and [47, 28] uses RAISE, and so forth. Others have used Petri Nets: [4,
5, 72]. What we shal show is another approach.
We shall be using Place Transition Nets for our example.
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Route Descriptions: Since interlocking has to do with setting up proper routes from station approach
(“line departure”) signals to platform (ec.) tracks, and from these to the lines connecting to other
stations, we shall focus on constructing, for all such “interesting” routes of a station a Petri Net that
models a proper interlocking control scheme.
Routes are described in terms of Units, Switches and Signals. In the previous section (Sect. 7.1)
formulas 23 and 24 defined routes as sequences of pairs of units and paths, such that the path of a
unit/path pair is a possible path of some state of the unit, and such that “neighbouring” connectors
are identical. There can be many such routes in a station. We are interested only in routes which start
at an approach signal and ends either at the track or on the line. In the example station of Fig. 4 there
are 16 such routes.

Fig. 4. Example Station

Interlocking Tables: Now, depending on the local, or national traditions and rules & regulations, there
are such rules & regulations which stipulate how signals and switches are to be set (and reset) in order
to facilitate the safe movement of trains within a station.
One can formalise such rules (see, for example, [39]). From a mechanisation of such a formalisation
and from the specific topology of a station layout, for example that abstracted in Fig. 4, one can then
construct an interlocking table, such as for example the one given Table 1. Each row in this table
corresponds to a proper route. The table expresses for each interesting route the requirements for
switches (points and switchable crossovers) and the requirements for signal states. The table also lists
all units which compose the route. If there are no requirements on the setting of switch or signal, it
is marked with dash (–). In this paper, we do not show, how to formally construct such table, but we
refer to [21, 39, 22, 69].

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Requirements:
Routes
Sig1L − 1
Sig1L − 3
Sig2L − 1
Sig2L − 2
Sig2L − 3
SigL1 − Y
SigL2 − Y
SigL3 − Y
SigR − 1
SigR − 2
SigR − 3
SigR1 − X1
SigR1 − X2
SigR2 − X2
SigR3 − X1
SigR3 − X2

Switches
Signals
sc1 p2 p3 p4 p6 Sig1L Sig2L SigL1 SigL2 SigL3 SigR SigR1 SigR2 SigR3
S – S – – G
–
–
–
–
–
R
–
R
T – S – – G
–
–
–
–
–
R
–
R
T – T – – R
G
–
–
–
–
R
R
R
– – S – –
–
G
–
–
–
–
–
R
–
S – T – – R
G
–
–
–
–
R
R
R
– S – S S
–
–
G
R
R
R
–
–
–
– T – S S
–
–
R
G
R
R
–
–
–
– – – T T –
–
R
R
G
R
–
–
–
– S – S S
–
–
R
R
R
G
–
–
–
– T – S S
–
–
R
R
R
G
–
–
–
– – – T T –
–
R
R
R
G
–
–
–
S – S – – R
–
–
–
–
–
G
–
R
T – T – – R
R
–
–
–
–
G
R
R
– – S – –
–
R
–
–
–
–
–
G
–
T – S – – R
–
–
–
–
–
R
–
G
S – T – – R
R
–
–
–
–
R
R
G
Table 1. Interlocking Table for Routes through the Example Station

Units
u2 , u4 , u7
u2 , u4 , u5 , u8
u1 , u3 , u4 , u7
u1 , u3 , u6
u1 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u8
u10 , u13 , u14
u9 , u10 , u13 , u14
u11 , u13 , u14
u13 , u10 , u7
u13 , u10 , u9 , u6
u13 , u10 , u11 , u8
u4 , u2
u4 , u3 , u1
u3 , u1
u5 , u4 , u2
u5 , u4 , u3 , u1
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We can now start to build up Petri Nets for a partial railway net from four subparts: Petri Net for
a Unit, for a Switch (ie., Point or Switchable Crossover), for a Signal, and Petri Net for a Route. Pls.
observe that all units have a basic Petri Net. Additionally Switches have additional basic Petri Nets —
as we shall soon see. And, finally, although Routes are basically sequences of Units, also Routes have
their separate basic Petri Nets. The Petri Net of a Route is then a composition of all its Unit, all its
Switch, and all its Signal Petri Nets — where the composition is specified by the Interlocking Table.
Petri Net for Units: A Unit can be in two basic states. It is either free (a new route can be opened
through the unit) or not (ie., blocked, there is an already opened route through the unit).
The Petri Net for Units is shown in Fig, 5(a). Two places represent the two states Free and Blocked.
The initial marking consists of a token at the Free place.
One can notice, that Petri Net for a Unit in Fig. 5(a) will interminably circulate (“oscillate”). But
this is not the final Petri Net for a route. It is just one component. Later on, extra arcs will be added.
They will prevent “oscillations”.
Petri Net for Switches: A Switch can be either a point or switchable-crossover. A typical switch has
two states: Straight and Turn. A switch may be required to be set in certain state in two ways: as
a direct part of a route, or because it must be set for side protection (to avoid trains touching each
other). In the both cases, if there is a open route through switches, these switches must never change
their states.

Fig. 5. Petri Nets for (a) Units, (b) Switches, (c) Signals, and (d) Routes

Thus the Petri Net for a switch has two places representing the two mentioned states Straight and
Turn. The initial marking consists of n tokens at the Straight place, where n is the total number of
routes which require settings of that switch. This number can be found from the Interlocking Table
(here Table 1) as a count of required setting in the switch column. For the example station in Fig. 4,
one finds that for switchable–crossover sc1, n is 8; for point p2, n is 4; etc.
The switch can change state if and only if all n tokens are available. Later on, when the whole
Petri Net will be constructed, open routes though the switch cause decreases of switch token numbers.
This will ensure that the switch can only change its state when no route — that requires the actual
state — is active. But still the switch can be part of several routes, as long as these routes require the
switch to be in the same state. These requirements are captured by the Petri Net in Fig. 5(b).
Petri Net for Signals: A signal has two states: Hold and Proceed6 . The Petri Net for a signal has two
places representing the two settings Hold and Proceed. The initial marking consists of m tokens at the
Hold place, where m is the number of routes which require setting of that signal. With Table 1, for
the example station in Fig. 4, one finds that for for signal Sig1L , m is 8, for signal Sig2L , n is 6, etc.
The signal can only change setting if all m tokens are available. This will ensure that the signal
can only change its state when no route that requires the actual state is active; but still the signal
can be part of several routes, as long as these routes require the signal to be in the same state. These
requirements are captured by the Petri Net in Fig. 5(c).
6

This is a simplistic view – a real signal is able to indicate the speed with which it may be passed.
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Petri Net for Routes: In formula 25 of Sect. 7.1 you can find that routes can be open or close. A route
can be open only when all its requirements on switch settings, signal settings and units occupancies
are fulfilled.
The Petri Net for a route also has two places representing the two states: Open and Closed. The
initial marking consists of one token at the Closed place. The basic Petri Net for a route is shown in
Figure 5(d). This corresponds to the route that has no requirements on switches, signals or units.
Construction of Petri Net for Interlocking Tables: In this paragraph we will show, how to construct
the Petri Net, for the interlocking table of a station, from the four components already described
(unit, switch, signal and route). This Petri Net will be made by adding extra pairs of arcs for each
requirement between these components.
The example station of Fig. 4 will be composed by these components: 16 Petri Nets for routes, 14
Petri Nets for units, 5 Petri Nets for switches and 9 Petri Nets for signals — the station shown has
these numbers.
A route can be open, when all units, that the route is composed from, are free (not occupied by
train or blocked by another route in the station). To satisfy this requirement, between each route Petri
Net and all unit Petri Nets that make up the route, a pair of arcs needs to added. Fig. 6.A shows how.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 6. Arc additions for Route (A) Units, (B) Switches and (C) Signals

For each switch requirement it must be ensured that the switch cannot change state while the route
thought that switch is open. To satisfy this requirement, between each route Petri Net and all switch
Petri Nets of that route, a pair of arcs have to be added. The particular insertion of arcs depend on
the required state of the switch (as given in the Interlocking table). This insertion is captured in the
Petri Net of Fig. 6.B. Note, that in the figure it is assumed the route requires the switch to be set to
the Turn state. The case for Straight follows.
The signal can be in Proceed state only and only if the route that starts at the signal is open.
How to add a pair of arcs for a signal is illustrated in Figure 6.C. This is clearly the pre–condition for
opening the route, the same as the pre–condition for adding switches.
Summary: The full Petri net for the example railway station and interlocking table thus contains 16
Petri Nets for routes, 14 Petri Nets for units, 5 Petri Nets for switches, and 9 Petri Nets for signals. The
interlocking table then dictates “zillions” of arcs to be inserted — so many that “readable” diagrams
become impossible. Clearly, though, a case for tools. These tools can then create the complete control
program, based on Petri Nets, for a station, and can check for liveness, deadlock, etc.
7.3

Integrating RAISE and Petri Nets

In [48]7 RSL models are given of the static and the dynamic semantics of Condition Event, Place
Transition and Coloured Petri Nets. In ongoing work we are, amongst many other things, exploring
the usefulness of translating Petri Nets to RSL for control purposes [2].
7

See http://www.krog-madsen.dk/page.php?id=10
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8

RAISE with Live Sequence Charts and Statecharts (CKM+MP)

Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) derive from Message Sequence Charts: [12, 42, 43, 50, 44, 64, 63, 34, 35]
and are first proposed in [13] and further studied in [40, 31].
In [48, 49]8 RSL, respectively process algebraic models are given of Message and of Live Sequence
Charts and of their relation to RSL.
Statecharts were introduced by and in: [23, 24, 26, 27, 25].
In [48, 49]9 models are given of Statecharts in, and of their relation to RSL.
Live Sequence Charts (on one hand) are used to specify the sequences of communication, i.e. the
protocol, between two or more entities. These may be physical phenomena, processes, objects, etc.
Statecharts (on the other hand) are used to describe the sequences of states an entity may pass
through in response to external stimuli.
When combined, these two methods specify both the external behaviour (LSC) and the internal
behaviour (Statechart) of an entitiy.
8.1

Problem Description

The most important safety property of a railway line is that two trains are not allowed to move in
opposite directions on that line. In order to ensure that the two stations at either end of the line agree
on the direction trains are allowed to move at a given time. What is called a Line Direction Agreement
System (LDAS) is thus introduced.
If a station wants to send a train along the line, it must first check with the LDAS if the line is
open in the required direction. If so, the train may proceed along the line. If not, the opposite station
must agree to changing the direction. This is only possible if there are currently no trains en–route.
8.2

External Communication: LSCs

The externally visible behaviour of the LDAS is illustrated using Live Sequence Charts. The three
entities are Station A (SA), the Line Direction Agreement System (LDAS) and Station B (SB). In
addition, the station managers are represented using the notation traditionally used for UML actors.
The charts in Figure 7(a) illustrate the situation when the LDAS has been turned off. One of the
stations asks the LDAS to open the line, and the LDAS passes the request on to the other station,
awaiting a response. The process of reversing the direction of the line is similar, see Figure 7(b).
If the station manager approves the request to reverse the direction, the LDAS will instruct the
stations to open, respectively, close their end of the line, thus effecting the direction reversal, see
Figure 7(c).
If the station manager rejects the request to reverse the direction, the LDAS will notify the requesting station to keep its end of the line closed, see Figure 7(d).
8.3

Internal Behaviour: Statecharts

The internal behaviour of the LDAS is illustrated by a Statechart, see Figure 8. The LDAS has some
initial state called DEAD, in which no direction along the line is open. This state can only occur when
the LDAS is powered up after having been shutdown (due to a failure or emergency stop). The LDAS
stays in the initial state until a request to open the line in either the A to B or B to A direction arrives
in the form of the InitAB or InitBA signals. Next, the opposite station will send an Agree or Disagree
signal to either approve or veto the opening of the line. If the opening is vetoed, the LDAS returns to
the DEAD state. If the opening is approved, the LDAS moves into a state where the line is open in
one direction, represented by LockedAB or LockedBA. The station whose end of the line is closed may
request the direction to be reversed by sending the AskChange signal to the LDAS. The LDAS passes
the request on to the other station, awaiting the response. If it is approved, the LDAS moves into the
state where the opposite direction is locked.
8
9

See http://www.krog-madsen.dk/page.php?id=10
See http://www.krog-madsen.dk/page.php?id=10
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 7. (a) Initial LDAS, (b) Request Direction Reversal, (c) Request Approval (d) Request Rejection

Fig. 8. Statechart for LDAS
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8.4

Relation to RSL Model, Satisfaction Relation

The LSC and the Statechart models prescribe requirements to an orderly protocol aiming at a secure
change of line direction. That is: That protocol is not specified in terms of RSL, but as shown, by the
diagrams. Still the RSL model “survives”: The actions and the state changes implied by the diagrams
and to be effected, can now be individually prescribed in RSL. These RSL prescriptions are rather
directly concerned with the setting of states (ie., signals) as expressed in the dynamic model of the
railway net states.
In [2], and based on the work of [48, 49] we shall explore tools for translating Lice Sequence Charts
(LSCs) and Statecharts (SCs) into RSL.
In [48] it is shown how to establish and verify a criterion of correctness, ie., a satisfaction relation,
between LSC and SC specificatioms, on one hand, and RSL specifications on the other hand. To express
and prove this satisfaction relation, as is noted in [48], clearly needs tool support.

9
9.1

Review and Future “Challenges”
Some Review Comments

The present paper has but shown a number of examples. We claim that several of these link two or
more “formalisms”. Yet not much, really, was said about it (except in Sect. 6.2). To properly “link–up”
is a nice “challenge” — one which is next for several of us. [48] (based on ideas of [30, 29]) provides
several such “link–ups”.
9.2

A Research Programme: Challenge # 1

In Sect. 1.2 we mentioned: [75, 17, 14, 32, 19, 11, 60, 77, 49, 48, 65] as indicative of the research in the
“integration” area. We have mostly followed ideas of George and Haxthausen [29]. These, many other
publications, and annual conferences, IFMs: Integrating Formal Methods, together amply cover the
problem area touched upon in this paper. We see it as a Grand Challenge, as a “Man on Mars” project:
To device, ie., to research and develop a complementary set of formal specification languages (SLs),
with comprehensive, cross–SL proof systems, that “covers the ground”. A 20+ year challenge !
9.3

A Software Engineering Programme: Challenge # 2

But all this, ie., the R&D hinted at in Sect. 9.2, is in vain if industry, the developers of software, do not
take software (and, in general hardware + software) development seriously. So, commensurate with
advances in our ability to actually develop provably correct, pleasing and effective computing systems,
goes, hand–in–hand, the task, the pedagogic, didactive, educational, training and socio–economically
based challenge of making sure that the software (etc.) engineering graduates that have been taught
this ability, also actually deploy their skills, responsibly, when in industry. Another Grand Challenge,
another “Man on Mars” project. Another, or the same 20 years, to turn our industry into a responsible
one ?
9.4
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